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Complex network techniques applied to TEP 

� The transmission grid is the long-range infrastructure that links      

electricity generation and demand. 

� Transmission Expansion Planning (TEP) is a highly relevant     

problem in power systems that is also very difficult to solve.  

� The usual descriptions of the transmission network are based on lists 

of existing lines. 

� This project proposes exploring the application of complex systems 

techniques to this problem with three objectives: 

� Create compact descriptions of the transmission network in terms of a few 

relevant parameters that describe its overall structure. This should take into 

account not only the network itself but also the location of demand and 

generation. 

� Find the relationships between these parameters and network performance 

indicators (investment and operation cost of the network). 

� Apply this knowledge to guiding the design optimization process in transmission 

expansion. 

Complex systems techniques applied to TEP 
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Complex network techniques applied to TEP 
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The power system in a nutshell. 
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Complex network techniques applied to TEP 

The power system in a nutshell 

� Generation 

� Demand 

� The network links them 
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Complex network techniques applied to TEP 

The power system in a nutshell 

Supply is composed of generators of different technologies 
with different operation costs and characteristics. 

Either a central operator or a market will ensure that demand 
is met as efficiently as possible. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Source: seio (data on ERCOT) 
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Complex network techniques applied to TEP 

The power system in a nutshell. Demand. 

� Demand and supply must be 
balanced at every instant. 

� This results in hourly prices. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: seio (data on ERCOT) 
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The power system a nutshell. The network. 

� The transmission network enables (and constrains) the 
transactions 
 

� Flows follow Kirchhoff’s laws 
 

� Energy balance 
 

� Flow is inversely proportional to an electric parameter (reactance) 
and proportional to the difference in another electric variable 
(angle) 
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Motivation.  

The challenges of transmission 
expansion planning. 
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Complex network techniques applied to TEP 

Transmission Expansion Planning 

� Which are the optimal additions to the network? 

� They have an investment cost 

� They have an impact on operation cost 

� They can improve the efficiency of the system, allowing to 
include cheaper electricity or enhancing resilience against 
contingencies 
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Complex network techniques applied to TEP 

Transmission Expansion Planning 

� The problem is very difficult to solve  

� Large (national level) at a medium term horizon (15y) 

� MIP with many discrete variables 

� Many considerations to be made. 

� Investment cost. 

� Impact on system operation cost. 

� Ability to integrate renewable energies. 

� Ability to support the market. 

� Environmental factors,… 
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Complex network techniques applied to TEP 

� Building a new line takes from 8 to 15 years 

 

� New generation can be installed in 1-3 years 

 

� In a liberalized market there is no binding generation expansion plan, 
so transmission investments  must anticipate generation expansion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

    

 
 

Further challenges. Deregulation. 

? 
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Considerable amounts of renewable generation are expected to be 
installed in the coming decades. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further challenges. Renewable sources. 

% of energy generated by RES, according to Eurostat (2010) 
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A substantial part will materialize as large, coordinated projects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further challenges. Renewable sources. 

Desertec 

MedGrid 

The London Array 

The Offshore Grid Initiative vision map 
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Complex network techniques applied to TEP 

� Generation expansion is not the only uncertainty affecting 
TEP 

� Peak demand growth 

� Demand response (Evs, smart billing) 

� Fuel prices, carbon prices 

� Market integration level 

� Technological developments 
 

 

 

Further challenges. Uncertainties. 

E-Highway WP1 
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Further challenges. Uncertainties. 

The TEP problem is characterized by the presence of uncertainties: 

� Random uncertainties can be described by a static probability 
distribution: 

� Demand, 

� Hydro inflows. 

� Nonrandom uncertainties cannot be described with a static 
probability distribution, as they evolve with time: 

� Generation expansion, 

� Fuel prices, 

� Peak demand growth. 

 
 

Transmission decisions take a very long time to be implement (>10y). So 
TEP must anticipate the long-term evolution of dynamic uncertainties. 

 

We need flexible expansion strategies that are able to adapt to the 
future as it unfolds. 
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Complex network techniques applied to TEP 

� Generation expansion is not the only uncertainty affecting 
TEP 

� Peak demand growth 

� Demand response (Evs, smart billing) 

� Fuel prices, carbon prices 

� Market integration level 

� Technological developments 
 

 

 

Further challenges. Uncertainties. 

E-Highway WP1 



State of the art.  

What has been done? 
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� Uncertainties 

� Stochastic Optimization [Serna 78] [Latorre 91][Akbari 11] [Moeni 12]  

� Robust optimization [Miranda 98] [Buygi 04] [Zhao 09] [Maghouli 11]  

� Fuzzy decision analysis [Sun 00 ][El-Keib 06]  

 

 

� Decision dynamics 

� Static [Garver 70] [Bennon 82] [Zhao & Foster 12] [Bujis 12]  

� Sequential Static [Serna 78] [Deschamps & Jamouille 80] [Barbulescu 11] [Costeira 11]  

� Dynamic [Kaltenbach 70] [Dusonchet 73] [Vinasco 11] [Magouilli 2011]  

 

 

� Market considerations 

� Centralized planning with cost-based generation [Garver 70] [Kaltenbach 70] [Moeini 12] [Gupta 12]  

� Centralized TEP with generation market [Sun 00] [Bresesti 03] [Orfanos 11][Zhao & Foster 12]  

� Elements of decentralized TEP [Contreras 97] [Styczynski 99] [Cagigas 03] [Bujis 12]  

 

 

 

State of the art. Models. 
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� Criteria considered 
 

� Operation cost, adequacy penalties, EENS, market objectives such as social welfare and 
facilitating competition (+ social acceptance, environmental impact, renewable 
integration, stability, flattening LMPs, financial effort, sociopolitical risk…). 
 

� Monocriterion vs Multicriteria 

� Fuzzy decision theory [Buygi 04] [Sun00] [El-Keib 06] [Moeini 12]  

� Goal Programming [Zhao09] [Alseddiqui 06] [Zhao 06]  

� AHP [Gardeshi 11] [Balijepalli 11] [Buygi 06] [Neto 10]  

 

 

� Technical options  
 

� Load flow model: 

� Transportation model [Serna 78] [Dodu 81] [Haffner 00][Meza 07]  

� DCLF [Dusonchet 73] [Lee 74] [Bujis 12] [Moeini 12 – Probabilistic]  

� ACLF [Meliopoulos 82] [Ekwue 84] [Zhao & Foster 12] [Balijepalli 12]  

 

� Losses were included in [Feintuch 83] [Levi 91] [Orfanos 11] [Ferreira 11]  

 

� HVDC was taken into account in [Ekwue 84] [Garzillo 10] [Blanco 11] & FACTS [Blanco 11]  

 

 

 

State of the art. Models (cont’ed). 
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� Classical methods 

� Linear Programming (LP) [Garver 70] [Villasana 83] [Meza 07] 

� Quadratic Programming (QP) [Tande 08]  

� Mixed-Integer Programming (MIP) [Lee 74] [Meliopoulos 82] [Vinasco 11] [AkbariI 11]  

� Mixed-Integer Non-Linear Programming (MINLP) [Youssef 89] [Alseddiqui 96]  

� Decomposition techniques [Latorre 91] [Infanger 92] [Marin 98] [Akbari 09]  
 

� Non-classical methods 

� Automatic search based on the application of heuristic rules 

� Heuristics guided by sensitivity analysis [Latorre 94] [Zhao 06] [Dahman 08] 

� Expert systems [Shin 93] [Teive 98] [Gajphiye 08] 

 

� Metaheuristics 

� Genetic algorithms [Yoshimoto 95] [Miranda 98] [Moeini 12] [Gupta 12]  

� GRASP [Binato 01] , Tabu search [DaSilva 01]  

� Simulated Annealing [Romero 95] [Gallego 97] [Braga 05] 

� Differential evolution [Zhao 09] [El-Keib 06] [Sum-Im09] [Orfanos 11]  

� Ordinal Optimization [Xie 07] [Molina 11]  

 

 

 

State of the art. Techniques. 



How can improve the current 
understanding and design 

techniques of the transmission 
network using complex systems 

techniques? 
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Help wanted! 
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� Power systems, TEP 

� Participation in a European Research 
project 

� Several JCR publications 

� Access to data 

� Optimization 

� MIP 

� Stochastic Optimization, Benders’ 
decomposition 

� Metaheuristics (GAs, Simmulated Annealing) 

� Finance 

� Risk management 

� Structuring, derivatives pricing 

� Portfolio optimization 

� Real options valuation 

My expertise 



Some initial ideas to get things 
started… 
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� Create compact descriptions of the transmission         

network in terms of a few relevant parameters that 

describe its overall structure. This should take into 

account not only the network itself but also the location 

of demand and generation. 

� Find the relationships between these parameters and 

network performance indicators (investment and 

operation cost of the network). 

� Apply this knowledge to guiding the design optimization 

process in transmission expansion. 

Some initial proposals 
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Compact network descriptions 

� Just a few parameters 

� Easy to evaluate in existing networks and networks under 
consideration. 

� Informative about the network structure. 

� Demand/generation imbalances 

� Kirchhoff’s laws and the physics of flows in general 

� Other constraints (budget, environmental…) 
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� The degree distribution should be bounded 

� All nodes should have a minimum connection capacity (otherwise, there 
can be ENS or spillage/overcapacity). 

� Too much connection capacity is not efficient, as transmission lines are 
costly. 
 

� The clustering coefficient could give a quantitative measure of how 
meshed networks are. 

� Networks are currently said to be more or less meshed, but only 
qualitatively. The clustering coefficient can position the network in the 
spectrum fully meshed to fully radial. 

� This is related to network reliability (how the loss of a transmission line 
impacts the system). 
 

� Average distances could give an idea of losses, as they are related to 
the ohmic losses through the transmission line . 
 

�  Assortativity could show that nodes that represent very well 
connected substations have a higher probability of being connected 
among them. 

 

 

Compact network descriptions 
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� Communities could be used as an alternative to define zones in the 
network 

� They can integrate the information about capacity. 

� Usual approaches to zone definition are based on electrical distance. 

� This definition can help identify relatively important transmission lines 
linking different communities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

� In addition to general parameters, can we also use parameters specific 
to power systems? 

 

 

Compact network descriptions 
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Network partition for Spain and France resulting from an application of 50% 

electrical distance and 50% geographical distance [Project e-Highway] 



Studying the relations between 
network parameters and 
performance indicators 
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� We already studied the relations between specific network elements and the 
overall performance of a network. 

 
 

� Many problems have structure: 

� Some variables are more important than others. 

� Good solutions might be similar. 

 
 

� We developed a hybrid of Ordinal Optimization + MIP that exploits this 
structure [S. Lumbreras, A. Ramos, P. Sánchez, “Offshore Wind Farm Electrical Design using a Hybrid of Ordinal 

Optimization and Mixed Integer Programming”, Wind Energy, 2014] 

 

 

Studying the relations 

Cost of a TEP example (PFC Cristina Duro) 
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Objective function value [M€] 

Cost of an OWF example 
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� The main idea consists in studying the relationship between the 
global description of the network and its performance. 

� Are there other similar networks from which we can extract 
lessons? 

� Can we explain different network architectures as a function of 
these parameters (supergrid vs. reinforcements)? 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Global parameters and performance 

Degree  

Distance 

Clustering 

Communities 

Assortativity 

Investment cost 

Operation cost 

Reliability 

Losses 

? 
How do we 

link them? 



Using network structure to guide 
the optimization process 
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� Once the link between the global parameters and network performance 
has been established, it is possible to set targets for network design in 
terms of these global parameters. 

 

� For instance, we can conclude that, for a specific power transmission 
network,  the degree of each node in the solution should not be too 
far away from a relatively sensible value. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

An idea to integrate this into optimization 
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Complex network techniques applied to TEP 

 

� These targets can guide the optimization process. 

 

� We propose to adapt a framework that we had developed 
for the robustification of the stochastic programming. 

 

� The main idea is to add constraints to the optimization 
problem that impose that the design should not be too far 
away of the target values established in terms of its 
compact description. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

An idea to integrate this into optimization 



Expected results 
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Complex network techniques applied to TEP 

 

� Deeper understanding of the impact of the structure of the 
power transmission network on its performance. 
 

� Better designs for problems that are currently too large for 
optimization. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Expected results 



Thank you 



Annex. Quick conceptual 
application. 
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� The transmission system has been analyzed with Gephi. 

 

� Power networks are relatively small for complex network standards (order of thousands 
of nodes and transmission lines) but very large for optimization. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

The France-Spain-Portugal system 
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� Most nodes have a relatively low degree, with most of them having exactly 2 connections. 

 

� This is not a scale-free network. This is due to the influence of the geographical distance 
(connections are more expensive the farther apart the two nodes are).  

 

� Some highly relevant substations present a very high degree. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Degree 
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� The network is very close to being radial. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Clustering coefficient 
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� 44 communities were identified. 

 

� It would be useful to represent them in a map and compare them to the usual approach 
based on clustering applied to distances. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Communities 



Annex. Robustifying Stochastic 
Optimization. 
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Our proposal to robustify stochastic optimization 

When scenario trees are built based on expert opinion, there are necessarily 

incomplete and inaccurate. 
 

We would like to obtain plans that are robust with respect to changes in the 
definition of scenarios. 

 

We apply regularization to the problem: 

� We add more information to the problem with the aim of avoiding overfitting. 

� We apply shrinkage, a technique widely used in statistical estimation (James-
Stein estimators). 

� Shrinkage combines an estimator with a second one, typically with low variance. 

� For instance, the solution to a deterministic version of the problem. 
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Applying shrinkage to the stochastic problem 

We develop two ways of applying shrinkage. 

� Linear shrinkage builds the linear combination of two solutions, the stochastic 
solution and a robust benchmark: 

 

� We provide a prove that there is an optimal shrinkage intensity. 

� We calculate it based on the characteristics of the problem. 

� We extend this definition to discrete problems. 

 

� Norm-constraint shrinkage limits the distance to a robust benchmark and is valid 
for continuous and discrete problems. 

� We choose the optimal distance using cross-validation. 
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Preliminar case studies 

� Academic 

� Realistic based on the Spanish power system (from E-SIOS cases, peak demand, 1084 nodes, 294 

plants, 1505 lines, 100 scenarios with uncertain imports of up to 5 GW and exports of up to 2.5 GW each). 

� Uncertain imports and exports of energy. 

� Regularization achieves an out-of-sample cost reduction of 7%. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

� The proposed approach results in expansion plans that are notably more robust with 
respect to changes in the scenarios. 

� Discrete problems benefit more from regularization. 

� Norm-constraint shrinkage performs better in all the problem instances studied. 

Paper to be submitted soon: 

� S. Lumbreras, V. DeMiguel, A. Ramos, “Transmission Expansion Planning. A Regularized Stochastic 
Programming Approach”, to be submitted for publication to Operations Research. 
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